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MCR1137 v2.0 Downloadable Meter Point Files to only show

Billable Meters

Update 

On Friday 12th March, ESB Networks provided the updated Meter Point Data Files 

to the Assurance Body and the requesting Supplier in accordance with the 

Assurance requirements of Gemserv.

The Go-Live date is planned for 10th April 2014 , subject to Market Assurance and 

CER approval. 

For information 

On foot of a query from a Supplier, ESBN confirmed to RMDS that the format of the 

file will not change and the data will remain in the same columns as before 
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MCR1033 v3.0 Add Market Participant Business Reference to

response Market Messages from ESB Networks

Planned Timelines

Inter-Participant Testing Window            5th – 22nd August  2014 

Go-Live  , No Outage is needed   Wednesday 17th September 2014 

Note 

We are working on samples to present at the next IGG, for example multiple 

messages arriving into ESBN from a Supplier one after the other (eg multiple 

016MM) and the consequences for the MPBREF on response Market Messages 

from ESB Networks

And for Information, we are currently drafting a new Market DR requesting that 

Suppliers ensure that they Submit only one active COLE 016MM for an MPRN. 
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Other Sundry Updates

At the IGG on 10th April 2013 we advised you that 

‘An item had come to light where reads that are provided on the 016MM are not 

being used in the CoLE process in certain circumstances viz. 

The market process allows for any of the following fields on the 016MM

– Meter Register Sequence

– Meter Register Type

– Timeslot

However , if the timeslot is not populated on the 016 reads , and where readings 

are provided , these are not being used in the CoLE process’

Code correction for this defect will be worked on in tandem with MCR1033 timeline 

and is planned to be implemented on Wednesday 17th September 
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Other Sundry Updates

Meter Works - 017 R/E message resulted in a D/E order being created

A Supplier alerted us of a problem they found where an 017MM is submitted with 

Meter Point Status Reason code E02 Re-Energise (NPA related) and which also has 

Change of Tenant/Legal Entity flag set to 1 : in this case the system should reject 

this with a 117R message. However the rejection message 117R is incorrectly not 

being triggered for these cases and instead the d/e order is being generated.

The market message guide for the 017MM describes the population of the Change 

of Tenant/Legal Entity flag with a rule that it shouldn’t be 1 for re-energisation (NPA 

related). The intended original design was along these lines and where there is a 

need to reenergise with a new customer following NPA then the 016 would be 

submitted after the re-energisation. 

To prevent further problems until the code is corrected we requested the Supplier 

to look at not submitting 017MM with E02 and COT/COLE=1 

Code correction for this defect is being worked on and will be ready in June and 
before the MCR1033 timeline , we will advise you of the Go-Live date closer to the 
time.
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Other Sundry Updates

2 Reads sent in one message to suppliers

BGE have raised  a DRR to document this item and they have requested that a date 

to resolve this as soon as possible would be agreed . 

Proposal

ESBN proposes to start work on code corrections after the MCR1033 timeline, and  
with a Go-Live circa March 2015
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Multi Site Configurations 

Some MPRNs within the Central Market System are configured as Multi Sites which 

means that one Meter Point Address is associated with multiple premises. Examples 

are  Apartment Blocks and  Shopping Centres. 

For these Multi Sites,  once any 013MM is submitted by the Registered Supplier with a 

request for ESBN to change the Meter Point Address , should this request be accepted 

by ESBN then that meter point address change can affect all the premises within the 

umbrella of that Multi Site , and so many different 114MMs can issue from a single 

013MM. 

Where many 013MMs are submitted by the Registered Supplier and which are for 

different MPRNs within a single Multi Site, then each of those 013MM can affect all the 

premises within the umbrella of that Multi Site.

There can be many outbound 114MMs and each will issue to the registered Supplier of 

the MPRN even though the single 013MM that triggered them may have been sent in 

by a different Supplier.

This one to many configuration was ceased in 2006 however there remain in place 

those sites that were set up before that.  

ESBN has put in place a manual process to stop accepting changes to the Meter Point 

Address on foot of 013MM and is considering how best to handle these sites in future



Thank You

Footer


